Thank you for your EquiSpirit
purchase.
Your four-legged friends will enjoy
playing with the ball as much as you
enjoy watching them.
This 40” or 25” EquiSpirit Horse ball is
great for free play or mounted games.
Featuring a durable ABS bladder, 100%
double knit polyester cover, plug,
instructions, and a 30-day warranty
against manufacturer’s defects. EquiSpirit
Balls can give your horse years of play.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Inflate immediately upon purchase.
2. Unfold the bladder until flat. Find the
plug and position the bladder with the
plug facing to the right or left.
3. Roll the bladder up from the bottom
to the top just like a sleeping bag.
Roll the bladder as tightly as possible.
The bladder should now be oblong in
shape.
4. Insert into the covering with the end
with the plug going in last. Twist the
bladder a little and it should slide into
the cover.
5. Remove the plug to inflate the
bladder.
6. Use a double-action hand pump
to inflate. You may also use an air
compressor or gas station tire inflator.
If you are using an automatic method
of inflation, blow up the ball until it
gets firm, let it set for 30 seconds,
and then repeat until the ball is
completely inflated.
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7. NOTE: The 40" bladder will become
tight at 24"-28" and the 25" bladder
will become tight at 13"-15"; KEEP
inflating the ball until the cover is
smooth with no wrinkles. When
properly inflated, cover should be
taunt and unable to be pinched
with fingers.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS

8. Replace the plug and secure the velcro.

4. Dry with LOW HEAT or drip dry.

9. Let sit for 24 hours.

5. After the cover is dry, insert the
bladder back into the cover being
careful to position the inflation hole
near the cover opening. Re-inflate ball.

INFLATION WARNING
Your EquiSpirit Bladder MUST be
inflated tight to the cover. Improper
inflation may void 30-day warranty.
We HIGHLY recommend taking a photo
of your ball upon initial inflation.

WARNINGS
1. Do not over-inflate or under-inflate
the ball.
2. Keep away from heat or open flame.
3. Avoid contact with sharp objects.
4. Be safe! Horses can get very excited
when playing with their ball.
5. Supervision is recommended.
6. Some horses may be timid of the
ball at first. Take your time properly
introducing him/her to it.

1. To wash the outer cover, deflate the
inner bladder completely and remove
the bladder from the outer cover.
2. Turn cover inside out and wash in cold
water using laundry detergent.
3. DO NOT use bleach.

FIXATION WITH THE FLAP
Some horses may get fixated with the
Velcro flap and can possibly tear it
off. This is NOT covered by the defect
warranty. If this is the case with your
horse, use a strong essential oil or “Bitter
Apple” product on the flap to deter or
supervise them during play.

INSTRUCTION VIDEO
You can also refer to our instruction
video at EquiSpiritUSA.com/instructions/
Please scan this
QR Code to view
the video.

STORAGE
1. Do not store in extreme temperatures.
2. When not in use, the ball should be
stored a room temperature.
3. Store the ball fully or partially inflated
if possible. If that is not possible, store
it flat.
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Disclaimer: Assumption of Risk: All equestrian, canine, and animal activities are inherently dangerous and all risk is assumed by the
animal owner. Supervision is recommended for all animal use of EquiSpirit USA products. Not intended for human use.

